
Our glow stones will charge from exposure to either
sunlight or artificial light sources. Whether used as a
sole aggregate or in conjunction with either our 5-

10mm Recycled Crushed Glass or our Clear Mirror Glass,
Schneppa Glass™ PolyGlow Stones will be sure to add
that wow factor to your next concrete application.

Make your concrete glow in the dark concrete! 

During manufacture, the PolyGlow aggregates have had

a photoluminescent compound added into the raw

material. This allows them to absorb either natural or

artificial light and then emit that light as a soft glow

during darkness. Exposure of around 30 minutes will

give a glow time of approximately 6 – 8 hours. The glow

starts off brightly and diminishes as the night progresses.

The photoluminescent compound, strontium aluminate,

has a cycle life of at least 10 years and is not radioactive 

AVAILABLE  SIZE :  5 - 15MM

SOLD  BY :  1KG  BAG

USE  IN :  EITHER  INDOORS  OR  OUTDOORS .

SUITABLE  FOR  USE  IN  POLISHED  CONCRETE  &

EXPOSED  AGGREGATE  APPLICATIONS .

ALSO  USED  AS  LOOSE  MULCH .  

GLOW
STONES
Our PolyGlow Marble Glow in the dark stones Unlike
many other photoluminescent products currently
available, our exclusive premium grade PolyGlow Stones
have strontium aluminate, the active compound that
absorbs and emits light, embedded throughout the
entire aggregate. This is crucial in both polished
concrete and exposed aggregate concrete. If the active
glow compound is only a coating applied to the external
areas of the aggregate, if that aggregate is ground back,
polished or simply worn out over time, the products
ability to perform effectively will be compromised. 
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Mid Green Marble - Neo Green

Creamy Marble White - Sky Blue

Light Moss White - Marine


